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1. Introduction
This report summarizes work on the “Visualizing Science and Engineering Indicators: Transitioning from
Print to a Hybrid World” project between NSF SEI and UNC SILS.

2. Summary of Tasks
Identify SEI facets

October 2006

We conducted several rounds of discussion defining and refining facets and categories for the SEI data.
These discussions took place through telephone conference calls with John Gawalt scheduled roughly every
two weeks during the first months of the project and also through email exchanges. The current set of
facets and categories is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. SEI Facets and Categories
Chapter:

K-12, Higher education, Labor force, R&D funds, Academic R&D,
Marketplace, Public attitudes, State indicators

Field of Science:

Computer, Environmental, Life, Mathematics, Physical, Psychology,
Social, Engineering

Location:

United States, Asia, Europe, Africa, South America, North America

Year:

1993, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006

Format:

HTML, Excel, PDF, Image, Text, Powerpoint

Education Level:

Elementary, Secondary, Higher Ed, Graduate

Race:

Asian/Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic, White

Gender:

Male, Female

Each facet and a brief description are given below.
Chapter – this facet corresponds to the chapters in the print edition of the SEI and includes categories with
shortened chapter headings such as “K-12” for “Elementary and Secondary Education”. This facet should
be familiar to users who are accustomed to working with the existing print and static web site versions of

the SEI. The organization of the SEI chapters is fairly consistent across the years 1993-2006 – a mapping
of the chapters from each year to the facet categories is presented in Table 3.
Field of Science – this facet provides another way to “slice-and-dice” the SEI data according to a highlevel topic. The categories for this facet (social sciences, psychology, engineering, biological sciences,
mathematics, and physical sciences) were taken from the NSF Survey of Earned Doctorates as presented in
Figure 2-27 of the 2006 SEI report. We believe that providing two high-level topic facets –the Chapter
facet and the Field of Science facet – provides users with flexibility in forming and refining their
information seeking queries.
Location – this facet includes major geographic areas, mostly specified by continent. There is a special
category for the United States since a large amount of SEI data focuses on data from the U.S. Note that the
North America category does NOT include U.S. specific data, but does include data on Canada, Mexico,
and North America in general. Other categories contain information about the region in general (e.g.
“Europe”) and also about specific countries within the region (e.g. Italy, France, Germany).
Format – this facet allows users to restrict searches based on particular data formats. The SEI data from
1993-2006 consists mainly of documents in six data formats: HTML web pages (.htm), Microsoft Excel
spreadsheets (.xls), PDF documents, image files (.gif and .jpg files), text files (.txt), and Microsoft
Powerpoint presentation files (.ppt).
Year – this facet has categories for each year the SEI was produced from 1993 to 2006.
Education level – this facet has categories for different education levels of interest in the SEI data. Not all
SEI documents focus on a particular education level, but for those that do, this facet represents it. The four
categories are: elementary, secondary, higher education, and graduate education. Graduate education
includes Master’s (M.S.) and Doctoral (Ph.D) degrees.
Race – this facet includes four main categories for race: Asian/Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic, and
White. Future versions of this facet should consider adding categories so that this facet corresponds to the
classifications used by the U.S. Census Bureau.
Gender – this facet includes categories for male and female. Since some SEI data focuses on elementary
and secondary education, male includes “boys” and female includes “girls”.
In addition to these facets, we discussed another facet based on the assessments commonly found in SEI
data (e.g. TIMSS, PISA, AP, IB). However, this facet was not included in the final data set.

Acquire SEI data for two volumes

November 2006

SEI data was acquired by performing automated web crawls of the SEI web site. Two main crawls were
performed: one in November 2006 of just the 2006 SEI data and another in February 2007 of all the SEI
data from 1993-2006.
The crawl of the 2006 SEI data was done using the wget tool with the command shown below on October
31, 2006. We received authorization from NSF SEI to perform the crawl, so robots=off was used.
wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-31oct06.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov Rjpg,png,gif -e robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind06/ &
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Create RB instance for SEI data
Deliver first functional prototype

Nov 2006 – Feb 2007
February 2007

We developed an initial RB instance based on the 2006 SEI data using an initial set of five facets: Area
(chapter), Field of Science, Race, Gender, and Assessment (TIMSS, PISA, AP). For this instance, HTML
data from the 2006 SEI chapters was used. The HTML pages were split into paragraphs and approximately
the first 80 characters were extracted to provide a description for the paragraph. The paragraphs were
indexed by the facets and a Relation Browser instance was created.
This first functional prototype was developed based on the existing RB++ software and our experience
developing dynamic query interfaces for large datasets (Zhang and Marchionini, 2005; Efron et al. 2004;
Marchionini and Brunk, 2003; Marchionini et al. 2000).
The RB instance created based on the 2006 SEI data was delivered as the first functional prototype in an
email to John Gawalt on Feburary 5, 2007. The prototype is located at the following URL:
http://idl53.ils.unc.edu/~junliang/RB_seidemo3.html

and is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. First functional prototype
The URLs are clickable and will open web pages with individual paragraphs from the SEI 2006 report.
Since the paragraphs are served from our servers, they were protected using .htaccess. The following
account information is needed to access the SEI paragraphs:
username:

idl

password:

sei2007

In order for the URLs to open in a new window, the users’ web browser must be configured to allow popup windows for idl53.ils.unc.edu.
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Investigate alternative UIs

February-April 2007

During the spring of 2007, we investigated the use of JavaScript for the client-side support of the RB
dynamic interface. Our goal was to determine if a combination of JavaScript and AJAX technologies could
be used to more closely integrate the RB with an existing web site. Implementing the RB in JavaScript
could also streamline its use, especially at the initial stage of starting the application, since many current
web browsers have built-in JavaScript support.
We created a simple proof-of-concept prototype (Figure 2) to see how the dynamic interaction and agile
views might be implemented. This prototype was implemented entirely in JavaScript and used random
values to represent the data. The facet bars were implemented using HTML tables with id tags that allowed
JavaScript to dynamically manipulate the DOM to change the percentage sizes of parts of the table rows.
The two textboxes (65% and 35%) at the bottom of Figure 2 were used for debugging purposes. Only 15
documents, 4 facets, and 3 categories were modeled in this initial prototype. The responsiveness of the
interface was good for this small dataset (15 x 4 x 3). The prototype and source code are available at the
following URL: http://squash.ils.unc.edu/~rcapra/rb07/rb07-v3.html

Figure 2. RB JavaScript Proof-of-Concept Prototype
In order for the RB interface to be responsive, all dynamic updates (for example, the lengths of the bars)
must occur in less than about 250 milliseconds. If updates take more than 250 milliseconds, the user
interface becomes sluggish. Since JavaScript is a client-side technology, the speed of the updating depends
on the client hardware. We tested this prototype and other JavaScript prototypes we built on several
different computers and web browsers, mostly with Intel Pentium 4 (1.8GHz to 2.8GHz) or Intel Pentium
M processors (1.2GHz to 1.6GHz). Our testing revealed that for current hardware, JavaScript could not
support more than 5,000 to 10,000 documents before the delay became too large and the interface became
sluggish (Capra and Marchionini, 2007). Several of the prototypes we tested were engineered to optimize
the execution speed of the JavaScript code using code optimization techniques such as loop unrolling.
These results did not rule out JavaScript and AJAX entirely, but revealed significant challenges and
limitations to how they could be used to implement a version of the Relation Browser. For instance,
JavaScript could be used to develop a Relation Browser for smaller collections. As hardware gets faster,
larger document collections will be viable.
The primary processing demands of the Relation Browser are in the dynamic updating of the display
(especially the facet bars) every time the mouse is moved onto or off of a facet. When the mouse is moved
over a facet, it must be added to the current query and the entire result set must be re-computed. The size
of this computation, and thus the time it takes, depends on the number of documents, the number of facets,
and the number of categories. For example, if there are 100,000 documents, 5 facets, and each facet has 9
categories, this means that every time the mouse is moved, counts must be tallied for each of the 45 facets
(5x9) for each of the 100,000 documents. Typically, the number of documents is much greater than the
number of facets, so it is the size of the document set that most influences the amount of time the
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computation takes. Pre-computation of these counts could be used to help speed up the response time of
the interface. However, this pre-computation quickly becomes complex to manage after one or two facets
have been selected.
Another approach that we considered was to utilize fast hardware on the server size to do the computations
and then to send the results to the client RB application using AJAX technology (e.g. HTTPRequest). This
approach would remove the variability of the speed of the client hardware. However, it would be limited
by the speed at which data could be sent over the network from the server to the client. Given the goal of
completing the loop (client sends the selected facets, server computes the counts, server sends counts back
to client) in less than 250 milliseconds, we decided that this approach would make the responsiveness of
the interface too reliant on unpredictable network delays. Although we did not create specific prototypes to
test this, we believe that the speed-up that could be achieved on fast server-side hardware would probably
not be enough to offset the network overhead and possibility of network delays given the importance of
good interface responsiveness in the RB.
We reviewed our experimentation with JavaScript, AJAX, and Java applets with John Gawalt in two emails
and two conferences calls, one email sent on May 23, 2007 for a conference call on May 24, and another
email sent on March 7, 2007 for a conference call the same day. On March 7, we discussed two specific
experimental JavaScript pages we built to test responsiveness:
http://squash.ils.unc.edu/~rcapra/rb07/testing/test6.html
http://squash.ils.unc.edu/~rcapra/rb07/testing/test23.html

Review with NSF the RB instance

February – March 2007

The first functional prototype (seidemo3, see earlier section) was reviewed in a conference call with John
Gawalt on February 7, 2007. The seidemo3 version contained only data from the SEI 2006 report. We
constructed another prototype (seidemo4b, see Figure 3) using data the SEI 2004 and 2006 reports. We
reviewed the seidemo4b version in a conference call with John Gawalt on March 7, 2007. The seidemo4b
version included had five facets: chapter, field of science, region, education level, and year.

Figure 3. RB seidemo4b 2004 and 2006 data
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Develop RB07 specifications

October 2006 – April 2007

Early in the project, we had numerous discussions about what features should be incorporated into the new
RB07 and what changes to make from the existing RB++. The discussions were with three primary groups:
1) our NSF SEI sponsor, John Gawalt (mainly through our bi-weekly telephone conferences in the first half
of the project and by email), 2) with members of our research group (UNC SILS Interaction Design Lab),
and 3) with members of the broader exploratory and faceted search research communities. We also
considered results from a recent study we conducted that involved an RB++ instance with data from the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (Capra et al. 2007). From these sources, we developed a large “wish list”
of features. The following features were selected to be included in the new RB07:
Full-text search
Keyword search
Summary snippets
Flexible facet views
Display bars with three-positions
Plain labels
Tag clouds
Flexible search views
Grid view
List view
Tight coupling of UI components and objects
Agile views
Closer integration with the host web site
Pluggable architecture
One of the items that ranked highly on our list of desired features was support for hierarchical facets (e.g.
facets within facets, levels of facets). Hierarchical facets present several difficulties for the dynamic query
interface in the Relation Browser. First, one of the design goals of the Relation Browser is to show the user
a view of the entire document space. In the RB++, this is shown with the facets and bars at the top of the
window. This overview already occupies a substantial amount of display space. Adding hierarchical facets
would increase the amount of space needed and could clutter the display since not all facets would
necessarily have sub-facets. We discussed several dynamic approaches to support hierarchical facets. One
approach would use pop-up overlays to display the sub-facets. Another approach would be to replace a
facet with its sub-facet when the sub-facet is selected by a mouse-click (or perhaps dynamically with a
mouseover). In all these approaches, hierarchical facets increase the complexity of both the user interface
and the computations that must be done for the dynamic queries. After considering these options, we
decided that for this one year project, we would prioritize the implementation of other features and
postpone hierarchical facet support for future work.

Acquire SEI data for all volumes

February 2007

SEI data for all the volumes was acquired by performing automated web crawls of the SEI web site. Two
main crawls were performed: one in November 2006 of just the 2006 SEI data and another in February
2007 of all the SEI data from 1993-2006 on the SEI web site.
The crawl of the 1993-2006 NSF SEI data was done using the commands shown below on Febuary 19,
2007.
wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-19Feb07.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov -e
robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind04/ &
wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-19Feb07.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov -e
robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind02/ &
wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-19Feb07.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov -e
robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind00/ &
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wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-19Feb07.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov -e
robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind98/ &
wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-19Feb07.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov -e
robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind96/ &
wget -r -w1 -nv -o wget-sei-19Feb07.log -t3 -np -l inf -Dwww.nsf.gov -e
robots=off http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/seind93/ &

Create RB instance for all SEI vols

March 2007

After completing the download of all the NSF SEI data from 1993-2006, the data was cleaned and
organized for use with the RB.
Data Standardization (cleaning and organization)
The data cleaning and organization process consisted of several parts. First, a list of all the web pages
downloaded from the SEI web site was compiled. Then, the files were placed into a directory structure that
was standardized across years. From 1993 to 2006, the structure of the SEI remained largely the same.
However, there are small differences among the reports in the organization and structure of the data
gathered from the web site. A Perl script coded with specific knowledge about the organization of the SEI
data from the web site was used to reorganize it into the standardized structure shown in Table 2. One
directory was created for each year of SEI report data from 1993-12006.
Table 2. Standardized directory structure for SEI data
append

c0
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
front
mmslides

Appendix material. In the printed SEI, this material takes up a large part of the
book. In the electronic version, this section contains Excel spreadsheets and PDF
diagrams/charts.
Overview section. In 2000, this is the “Times of Transition” section.
Elementary and Secondary Education
Higher Education
Labor force (2006 & 2004), Workforce (1993-2000)
R&D [Funds | Alliances | Tech Linkage | Financial Resources ]
Academic R&D
Industry, Technology and Global Marketplace / Tech Development (1996, 1993)
Public Attitudes and Understanding
Significance of Information Technology (not present in 2004, 2006)
State Indicators (2004, 2006 only)
Front matter such as acknowledgements and contributors
Powerpoint slides, JPG files, and Excel spreadsheets, and HTML files from the
“Presentation Slides” section of the web site.

The chapters have had slightly different names and locations in the different SEI reports from 1993-2006.
Table 3 summarizes chapters from each year and shows the similarities in green and the differences in red,
blue, and orange.
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Table 3. SEI Report Chapters 1993-2006
0

seind06

seind04

seind02

Overview

1

Elem & Sec Ed

Overview

Higher Ed

Elem & Sec Ed

Overview

seind00

2

Higher Ed

3

4

5

6

7
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
Industry, Tech,
and Global
Marketplace

8

Labor Force

R&D: Funds &
Tech Linkage

Acad R&D

Labor Force

R&D: Funds &
Tech Linkage

Acad R&D

Acad R&D

Industry, Tech, &
Global
Marketplace
Industry, Tech, &
Global
Marketplace
Industry, Tech, &
Global
Marketplace

Elem & Sec Ed

Acad R&D

Acad R&D

Industry, Tech, & Public Attitudes
Competitiveness and
in the Marketplace Understanding

Significance of
Info Tech

Acad R&D

Tech
Public Attitudes
Development and and
Diffusion
Understanding

Significance of
Info Tech

Acad R&D

Tech
Public Attitudes
Development and and
Competitiveness Understanding

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

R&D: Funds &
Alliances

Times of Transition

R&D Funds &
Alliances

Workforce

Higher Ed

seind98

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

seind96

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

seind93

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

R&D: Funds and
Alliances
R&D: Financial
Resources and
Institutional
Linkages
R&D: Financial
Resources and
Institutional
Linkages

9

State Indicators

State Indicators
Significance of
Info Tech
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding

Significance of
Info Tech

The mapping of chapters from 1993-2006 onto the standardized chapter scheme is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Standardized SEI Chapter Scheme
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

seind04

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Labor Force

R&D: Funds &
Tech Linkage

seind02

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

R&D: Funds &
Alliances

Acad R&D

seind00

Times of
Tranistion

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

R&D: Funds &
Alliances

Acad R&D

seind98

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

Acad R&D

Industry, Tech, & Public Attitudes
Competitiveness and
in the Marketplace Understanding

Significance of
Info Tech

seind96

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

Acad R&D

Tech
Public Attitudes
Development and and
Diffusion
Understanding

Significance of
Info Tech

seind93

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Workforce

Acad R&D

Tech
Public Attitudes
Development and and
Competitiveness Understanding

seind06

Overview

Elem & Sec Ed

Higher Ed

Labor Force

Acad R&D

Acad R&D

R&D: Funds and
Alliances
R&D: Financial
Resources and
Institutional
Linkages
R&D: Financial
Resources and
Institutional
Linkages

Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
Public Attitudes
and
Understanding
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Industry, Tech, &
Global
Marketplace
Industry, Tech, &
Global
Marketplace
Industry, Tech, &
Global
Marketplace
Industry, Tech,
and Global
Marketplace

R&D: Funds &
Tech Linkage

9
State
Indicators
State
Indicators

Significance of
Info Tech
Significance of
Info Tech

Unit of Retrieval
Early in the design and development of the RB instance for the SEI data, we debated what the unit of
retrieval should be. Our early prototypes indexed the SEI data based on paragraphs. Our later prototypes
used web pages, but indexed subsections that were easily identified in the HTML code.
As part of this exploration, we realized that there are really two aspects: the unit of retrieval and the unit of
display. For example, paragraphs may be indexed, but we may wish to display the paragraph highlighted
within the context of the web page that contains it so that users may easily see the surrounding context. In
our later SEI RB prototypes, we index subsections of the HTML pages, but display the entire page. In
future work, we would like to explore this interplay between unit of retrieval and unit of display and how
they combine.
With an eye toward supporting flexible units of retrieval and display, we included several features in our
standardized organizational structure. First, each of the main directories (append, c0-c9, front, mmslides)
has three sub-directories:
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fulldoc – this directory has files that store the document objects just as they are in the data
source. In the SEI data, the document objects are the web pages downloaded from the
SEI site. The SEI site breaks up the chapters into sections, so each file stores one section.
The files are named with the chapter (c) and section (s): e.g. c2s3.html is chapter 2,
section 3.
sub – this directory has files that store a sub-section of a document object. In the SEI data, the
HTML web page files have sub-section delimiters. We wrote scripts that use these
delimiters to split the fulldoc documents into files that contain the sub-sections. These
files are named by adding the letter l and the subsection number (sequential) to the
fulldoc filename (e.g. c2s3l4.html would be chapter 2, section 3, subsection 4).
para – this directory has files that each store one paragraph of a document object. In the SEI
data, the HTML web pages have <p> paragraph delimiters that were used to split the
fulldoc documents into paragraphs. These files are named by adding a letter p and the
paragraph number (sequential) to the fulldoc filename (e.g. c2s3p4 would be chapter 2,
section 3, paragraph 4).
In addition to the unit of retrieval, the standardized organization structure supports the original plus two
derived pieces of metadata for each data object:
doc – this is where the original format document is stored.
txt – the plain text of the document stored in a .txt file. The plain text from documents such as
HTML, PDF, XLS is extracted and stored in a counterpart file in this directory (e.g.
c2s3l4.txt stores the text of the file c2s3l4.htm).
url – this is a where a one-line counterpart file is stored. The one line in the file contains the
URL where the original document is located (e.g. c2s3l4.txt contains one line, the URL
of chapter 2, section 3, sub-section 4).
These two dimensions – the unit of retrieval (fulldoc, sub, para) and the type of data (doc, txt, url) – are
combined into the standardized directory structure described earlier. Thus, the seind06/c2/fulldoc/doc
directory is where the original files for 2006, Chapter 2 that were downloaded from the SEI website are
stored as html files. The seind06/c2/sub/doc directory stores html files that contain the subsections of the
original documents. The seind06/c2/fulldoc/txt directory stores .txt files that contain the text of the full
original html files. Not all combinations may be required for a particular RB instance, but the standardized
organization structure supports them.
After placing the web pages downloaded from the SEI web site into the standardized file structure, a new
master list of all the documents is made that reflects their new locations in the standardized structure. Each
document object is assigned a unique id number that is used to identify it across tables and indices that will
be built. Note that for a particular RB instance, not all files in the standardized structure may be used. For
example, if the RB instance is built to support sub-section level retrieval, then the paragraph level files may
not be included.
Next in the process, specialized scripts written in Perl are run against every document in the master list to
determine what facets apply to each document. For example, a script called “gen_gender” scans each
document to determine if the document mentions males and/or females. If a match is found, the category
and the document id number are added to a table of all the documents that mention gender. There is a
detector script for each facet.
Full RB Instance with 1993-2006 SEI Data
A full RB instance was created based on the 1993-2006 data was delivered in an email to John Gawalt on
April 17, 2007. The prototype is located at the following URL:
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http://idl53.ils.unc.edu/~junliang/RB_seidemo5e.html

The URLs are clickable and link directly to subsections of “live” NSF SEI webpages. In order for the URLs
to open in a new window, the users’ web browser must be configured to allow pop-up windows for
idl53.ils.unc.edu.
A screen shot of the RB instance is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4. Relation Browser SEI Demo version 5e

Develop RB07 mockups

June 2007

Two interface design mockups were developed and delivered in an email to John Gawalt on June 26, 2007.
These are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The first design (Figure 4), uses the Java Swing Windows Look
and Feel, which has a more modern look than the previous RB. In addition, we experimented with a new
style of bars to show the number of documents. The new bars were based on the Java Swing ProgressBar
object. We added a full text search control at the top of the display and visually separated it from the other
parts of the display.
In the second interface mockup (Figure 5), we experimented with placing the facets along the left side of
the display, the full text search controls at the top, and the results in the middle. An advantage to this
approach is that many web sites use a similar style of layout, so users may be familiar with it. A
disadvantage to this approach is that a limited number of facet categories can be displayed along the left
side, so users will not be able to see the entire space of documents and facets all at one time. A control is
provided to expand the left panel to show two columns of facets, but expanding it reduces the horizontal
space for the results.
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Figure 4. RB07 Interface Mockup #1

Figure 5. RB07 Interface Mockup #2

Deliver second functional prototype
Review second prototype with NSF

July 2007
July 2007

On July 23, 2007, Rob Capra visited John Gawalt and the NSF SEI team in their Washington, D.C. offices.
At this meeting, we discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the research being done by the UNC SILS Interaction Design Lab
the current use, features, and goals for the NSF SEI web site
the current NSF SEI web site and search tools
the Relation Browser tool and how it can be applied to SEI data
Relation Browser prototypes and interface mockups
the Relation Browser system architecture
ways to integrate the Relation Browser into the current NSF SEI web site
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As part of this meeting, an integrated prototype was developed that integrated one of the RB07 prototypes
with the NSF SEI search page to illustrate how the RB could be incorporated into the SEI web site. This
demonstration is shown in Figure 6 and is also available at the following URL:
http://squash.ils.unc.edu/~rcapra/rb07/applet/sei/rb-sei-search.htm. There is also a long-screen version at:
http://squash.ils.unc.edu/~rcapra/rb07/applet/sei/rb-sei-search-v2.htm.

Figure 6. Demonstration of Embedding an RB07 prototype into the NSF SEI web site

Revise and build third prototype

Fall 2007

Based on feedback and experience with the prior prototypes, we developed a third prototype, shown in
Figure 7. This prototype incorporates a number of features that were not present in our earlier versions, but
that were on our “wish list”. Features of the prototype are described in this section.
Full-text search
At the top center of the display are the controls for full-text search of the documents. The text box has an
initial string “type search terms here to start a new search” and the search button is labeled “new search” to
help emphasize that these controls initiate a NEW search rather than refining an existing search. To further
re-enforce this using Gestalt principles, the controls are visually separated from the results.
Current query display and control
The previous RB included a display at the bottom of the screen to show the current query as a logical
expression. In the new RB07, we have modified the current query display and moved it near the top of the
display. The new Current Query display acts similarly to the breadcrumb trails that many web sites use – it
shows a history of the facets and search terms entered and provides buttons to remove individual facets or
terms. For example, in Figure 7, the Current Query shows that there are three facets selected, “United
States”, “Labor Force”, and “1998”, and we can see that the facets were added in that order. Clicking on
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the button labeled “United States” will remove that facet from the current query. In this version of the
prototype there is no visual indication that clicking the button will remove the facet from the query. In
future versions, we plan to replace the button control used with one that displays the label followed by a
sub-button with an “X” that when clicked will remove the facet (similar to the tab controls used in the
Mozilla Firefox 2 web browser). As with all other display components, the current query display is
dynamically linked to the other display components.

Figure 7. Third RB07 Prototype, Full Interface
Support for multiple facet views
The new RB07 architecture was designed to support multiple ways to display/view the facets. The
previous RB version showed the facets in columns, with a blue bar for each facet category to indicate the
number of matching documents. In the RB07, we call this style of facet display the “facet list”. In addition
to the facet list, we also support a facet cloud, inspired by the tag clouds commonly found on bookmarking
and social networking sites. A prototype of the facet cloud display is shown in Figure 8. The cloud uses
font size to indicate the number of matching documents (SEI facets are used in this example, but the
underlying data is from a randomly generated data set, not from real SEI data).
As with other RB components, the facet cloud is dynamically linked to other RB components. We
experimented with having the text items in the tag cloud be dynamic controls, that is, when the mouse is
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moved over a facet in the facet cloud, the display would dynamically update to show the matching
document counts. Based on our initial testing, this type of “dynamic facet cloud” presents user interface
challenges because the control objects ARE the display objects AND they are changing size and position as
the user interacts with them. For now, we address this issue by not using the facet cloud as a control, but
only as a display. We hope to explore the concept and user interface challenges of dynamic tag clouds in
future research. The vertical facet list (see below) shown on the leftmost side of the display is a control that
does not change size or position and can be used to dynamically explore the document space using the facet
cloud as a display.
Users can switch between facet views using the tab controls “facet list” and “facet cloud”. Additional
controls can be added to the interface by adding another tab. Switching between facet views does not affect
the current query.

Figure 8. Display of Facets as a Facet Cloud
Vertical Facet List
An additional facet display has been added to the interface in a vertical layout along the leftmost side. This
list of facets does not change visually except to highlight in bold facets that are selected as part of the
current query. This list was added to provide a facet list that was easy to read and that did not change
appearance. The idea of multiple facet views, including views that might change the size or location of the
facet text (such as the facet cloud) necessitated having an additional, constant set of facet controls.
Support for multiple result views
In addition to adding support for multiple facet views, we also add support for multiple result views in the
RB07. In studies of the previous RB interface, we found that users were very accustomed to search engine
style interfaces such as those found on Google, Yahoo, and MSN. These interfaces often list results in a
linear list, with a document title as a hyperlink, a snippet of text retrieved by the search, and a display of the
URL, page size, and date. The previous RB displays results more compactly into a grid, where each result
was displayed in one row, and columns are created for metadata fields such as title, URL, date, etc. Our
new interface supports both a “results list” (search engine style) and a “results grid” (previous RB style).
Users can switch between these two result views using tabs, and additional views can be added (for
example, a visual display of a result space).
Search within the results
Keyword search within the current results is supported by a set of controls located inside the results panel.
The text box has an initial string “search within the results” and the search button is labeled “search within
results” to help emphasize that these controls refining an existing search rather than initiate a new search.
To further re-enforce this using Gestalt principles, the controls are visually connected to the results.
Updated look and feel
The RB07 uses the Java Swing Windows Look and Feel.
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New TriBar implementation
The RB07 introduces a visually updated “blue bar” component, called a TriBar, which displays three pieces
of information about the documents that match a particular facet category. First, the total possible length of
the TriBar (purple + white + background) indicates the number of documents that match any category in
that facet. Second, the total displayed length of the TriBar (purple + white) indicates the number of
documents that match that specific category. Third, the purple part of the TriBar indicates the number of
documents in the current query that match that specific category.
For example, from the TriBars shown in Figure 9, we can see that there are about half as many documents
that discuss SUVs as there are that discuss Sedans. We can also see that the current query has reduced the
number of matching documents that discuss Fords by about 1/3 of the total number of documents that
discuss Fords. Note that the data set shown has overlapping facet categories (i.e. a document can discuss
both Fords and Chevys).

Figure 9. TriBars in a Facet List

Deliver final prototype code with documentation

Fall 2007

Development on the Relation Browser is an on-going effort. Current versions of the code will be released
under open source licenses and made available through links on the UNC SILS IDL web site.
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